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SPEECH CODES

En-dash (–) is used to indicate a sudden stop or start of speech part-way through
  a sentence. For example, in the case of a broken or interrupted
  sentence, as demonstrated in the following text:
  MAYOR: Oh no, Dad, oh Dad was al– I mean Dad was a good dad but 
  he wasn’t a particularly great husband [giggling] … but–
  MUM: Mmm… He was–
  MAYOR: Like most men from that era.

Em-dash (—) is used to notate an extension to a line of thought or an aside. For 
  example:
  OUSAMA: Umm, spent about four to five grand on my car—chromies, 
        system.

Elipses (…) indicates a brief pause mid-sentence. Also used when a sentence trails 
  off before finishing.

Pause indicates a 3–5 second pause.

Beat a brief pause, under 3 seconds.

Long pause a longer pause, 5–10 seconds.

Italicised words are used to indicate text in a language other than English, and also
  when a character hits a word with emphasis, is singing or imitating  
  another person’s speech. 

Inverted commas are used only for direct quotes.

Parallel speech Speech columns are used to map the precise timing of simultaneous
  speech. For example, in the sample below, CAROL’s speech would 
  come in part-way through MAX’s second line (e.g. when MAX says 
  the word ‘is’).
  MAX: So I asked her,
        y’know, is that your ad? CAROL:        /We knew each other.
        And tha–       Then we just started talking. 

Forward slash (/) is used to mark the point where a second speaker comes in on top of 
  the character currently speaking. To use the above example, if you 
  were to lay MAX and CAROL’s lines on top of each other the / would 
  indicate exactly where CAROL begins to speak in relationship to the 
  timing of MAX’s speech (i.e. when MAX says the word ‘is’, CAROL 
  simultaneously says ‘We’).

Spelling Misspelt words and inconsistent grammar are used deliberately to
  relay the phonetic speech patterns of the original audio recordings.



STORIES OF LOVE & HATE

In matters of the heart,
There are always two sides to the story

A headphone-verbatim play by Roslyn Oades



Stories of Love & Hate was first produced by Urban Theatre Projects Projects in 
association with Bankstown Youth Development Service (BYDS) at the Hazelhurst 
Regional Gallery Theatrette, Gymea, on 18 November 2008, with the following cast:

NADIA / CAROL / ALEX / TODD /
NOELENE / TOMMY / EMILY /
CALLER 3 (HOUDA) Katia Molino
OUSAMA / FUNDA / MAX / KIRK /
MOHAMMED D / COURTNEY /
CALLER 2 (MARK) Michael Mohammed Ahmad
COP’S WIFE / MOHAMMED A /
NADA / LUKE / JILL / SAM /
CALLER 1 (MONIQUE) Janie Gibson
COP / FRED / DANE / TINI / MORRIS /
LOVE GOD Roderic Byrnes

Director/Concept, Roslyn Oades
Sound Artist, Bob Scott
Designer, Clare Britton
Lighting Designer, Neil Simpson
Community consultant, Tim Carroll
Script Consultants, Andrew Ma & Alicia Talbot
Artistic Consultant, Deborah Pollard
Production Manager, Neil Simpson
Interviewer, Roslyn Oades
Interview Assistants, Mohammed Ahmad, Alex Brustz & Lou McKerihan
Interviewees, Carol-Lee & Max Hardcastle, Ousama Ali, Mohammed Ahmad, 
Louise (Lou) McKerihan, Anthony Tini, Emily Nicol, Courtney Wilson, Samantha 
Jones, Craig Greenhill, Funda Damyah, Nada Howcher, Nadia Lakkis, Tommy 
Bazzi, Mohammed Dannoun, Kirk Jenkins, Alexander Bruszt, Dane Wilson, Todd 
Mingramm, Luke Weinert, Moner (Morris) Bazzi, Craig & Jacqui Campbell, Noelene 
Redman and those who prefer to remain anonymous.
Transcribers, Zena Haddad, Roslyn Oades & Michael Mohammed Ahmad.



Author’s Note

Stories of Love & Hate premiered in November 2008 with a one-week season at both the 
Hazelhurst Regional Gallery & Arts Centre in the Sutherland Shire and the Bankstown Arts 
Centre in South-West Sydney—bringing the work back to the two warring communities at 
the heart of its conception. Additional presentations were mounted for the Sydney Theatre 
Company, the Museum of Contemporary Art and Vitalstatistix.

Michael Mohammed Ahmad, Janie Gibson and Roderic Byrnes reclining on the 
bleaches in the final scene, in the Urban Theatre Projects 2008 production of 
storIEs oF LovE & HatE at the Bankstown Arts Centre, Sydney.
(Photo: © Heidrun Löhr)



IMPORTANT PRODUCTION NOTES

This transcript does not represent the ‘performance script’ for Stories of Love & Hate. 
The actual ‘script’ performed by the cast exists as a 65–minute audio recording fed to 
them via headphones throughout both the rehearsal period and season—a paperless 
performance process referred to by Oades as headphone-verbatim or audio-scripting. 
In performance the actors are fed a carefully edited recording of the original project 
interviewees and faithfully recite this ‘audio-script’ to the audience with precision—
including every detail of accent, stumble, overlap, breath and pause. As a theatre-maker, 
Oades operates from the principle there is as much information embedded in the way 
someone speaks as what they are saying. By meticulously preserving the vocal print 
of real-life interviews in performance her team sets out to mine these rich nuances like 
musicians following a score. This transcript attempts to document the audio-script as 
faithfully as possible but is indicative only.

The original production involved four actors playing multiple roles, often playing against 
gender, age and racial background. Twenty-nine characters appear in the show and the 
play would also work well with a larger cast. In the original production CAROL and 
MAX’s two children are referred to but not seen. All characters, with the exception of the 
Love God scenes, speak directly to the audience—in effect, endowing the audience as 
interviewer or a special guest.

Following on from Fast Cars & Tractor Engines (2005), Stories of Love & Hate is the 
second part in a trilogy of headphone-verbatim plays by Roslyn Oades exploring the 
theme, acts of courage. 

The audio-script for this project is based on a two-year interview process with residents 
from the Sydney suburbs of Bankstown and the Sutherland Shire who were directly 
involved in, or affected by, the 2005 Cronulla riots.

Special thanks to the many generous community members who shared their stories.

Please see the speech codes on page xxii for notes on punctuation within the play.

COPYRIGHT NOTES

‘Jolly Good Company’
Words and Music by Raymond Wallace
© Copyright 1931 Chester Music Limited trading as Campbell Connelly & Co.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Used by Permission of Chester Music Limited trading as Campbell Connelly & Co.



TRACK LIST

1. Love Hurts
2. Gentle Giant
3. I Couldn’t Stand Him
4. Bottom of the Barrel
5. Is it Better then Sex?
6. I’m a Bass-Head
7. Love God—The Moon is Out
8. Oh, What a Beautiful Morning
9. Everyone’s Friends
10. I Love the Shire
11. Surf Warriors
12. Broken Ankle
13. Wanna go Beach
14. Swordfish
15. Love God—Mark is in love
16. How to Love your Son
17. Dream-car, Dream-girl
18. We’re Considered Easy
19. Your Pride
20. Puffer Fish
21. What a Car Says
22. Ophff, Love Song
23. Under the Bridge
24. Bad Behaviour
25. 8:00 a.m.
26. Train Situation
27. Big Black Baton
28. Love God—Houda Calls
29. The Riots were the Best
30. Stopping Tommy
31. War Zone
32. ‘The Incident’
33. Protective Parents
34. Fish out of Water
35. All the Pearls in the Sea



CHARACTERS

INTERVIEWER, voice only

CAR BOYS (Lebanese-Australian)
OUSAMA, 20, the car owner
FRED, 19, car passenger
MOHAMMED A, 20, car passenger

COP & WIFE (Anglo-Australian)
COP, large gentle giant type in his late 40s
COP’S WIFE, mid-40s

AUBURN GIRLS (Lebanese-Australian)
FUNDA, Year 12 student
NADA, Year 12 student in hijab
NADIA, Year 12 student in hijab

CAROL & MAX (Anglo-Australian)
CAROL, mid-30s, mother of two young children
MAX, husband to Carol, early-40s

SURFERS (Anglo-Australian)
ALEX, mid-20s
DANE, late-20s, oldest surfer
KIRK, 20, youngest surfer
TODD, mid-20s
LUKE, late-20s

SWIM LADIES (Anglo-Australian)
NOELENE, late-60s, swims 6am daily at an ocean pool in Cronulla
JILL, 79, swims 6am daily at an ocean pool in Cronulla

TOMMY & MOHAMMED D (Lebanese-Australian)
TOMMY, 18
MOHAMMED D, 17

SHIRE KIDS (Anglo-Australian)
EMILY, 16, blonde, fitted clothes



TINI, 15, male, Emily’s best friend
SAM, 19, female
COURTNEY, 17, friend of Sam

MORRIS, late-40s, father of Tommy, speaks with a distinct Lebanese accent

LOVE GOD, the radio host of a love-song dedications program
CALLER 1: MONIQUE, female, 20s
CALLER 2: MARK, male, late teens
CALLER 3: HOUDA, female, 20s

Character doubling,  as per original cast of four:

Michael Mohammed Ahmad:
OUSAMA, FUNDA, MAX, KIRK, MOHAMMED D, COURTNEY, CALLER 2 (MARK)

Roderic Byrnes:
COP, FRED, DANE, TINI, MORRIS, LOVE GOD

Janie Gibson:
COP’S WIFE, MOHAMMED A, NADA, LUKE, JILL, SAM, CALLER 1 (MONIQUE)

Katia Molino:
NADIA, CAROL, ALEX/TODD, NOELENE, TOMMY, EMILY, CALLER 3 (HOUDA)



A radio plays popular love songs as the audience enters. The cast are found reclining on 
a large set of long weather-beaten bleachers—they appear to be sunbaking, reading the 
paper, napping, etc. During the course of the play each performer will inhabit multiple 
characters—returning to these leisurely reclines whenever they are not ‘channelling’ a 
character.

SCENE 1: LOVE HURTS

OUSAMA, seated alone, responds to the voice of the INTERVIEWER.

INTERVIEWER [voice-over]: Do you just want to talk a little bit… so I can… test the 
levels?

OUSAMA: Oh, so, do ya want to hear it? [Beat.] Hello? [Beat.] Testing, testing, one, two, 
three…

He laughs.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over, laughing] Okay—that sounds good.
OUSAMA: I hate listenin’ to my voice.
Pause.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over] Everyone does.
OUSAMA: M-my voice is too deep. An’ I don’t realise.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over] So how does it sound to you, in your head?
OUSAMA: To me it sounds like—alright.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over] It sounds alright?
OUSAMA: [laughing] Nah, it doesn’t sound too deep.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over] Okay, that’s good. Okay, so, I’m recording now, so–
OUSAMA coughs loudly.
INTERVIEWER: [voice-over] Alright, okay—um, so how do you know when you’re in 

love?
OUSAMA: How do you know? [Beat.] Alright, you think about ’em a lot… Um, you 

want to be with them… most of the day an’ the night… and when you’re with them, 
you don’t wanna let go of them. 

Pause.
OUSAMA: Is that right? 
Pause.
OUSAMA: Do you agree? It hurts, love it hurts, love is a bastard… [He laughs.] Because, 

it’s um, love is hard… I don’t know, it’s weird… I like it but I hate it. I hate it—the 
facts are, when I’m not with that person, I burn so much, and I don’t know, I just 
wanna punch walls… You know?
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SCENE 2: COP & WIFE – GENTLE GIANT

COP and his WIFE (1).

WIFE: Well, I don’t remember what ’e was wearing.
COP: Who’s this long-haired lout!
WIFE laughs.
COP: ’Eah.
WIFE: He did have a bit, a bit a long hair. It was–
COP: Down to me shoulders. Yeah.
He sniffs.
WIFE: I think I liked his personality… He, he always wanted to joke around and laugh 

an… I don’t know, I think…
COP: I was gentle… I was a gentleman.
WIFE: Yes, you were actually. He use to always open… and close the car doors or the 

house door or–
COP: I still do!
WIFE: Yes, you do. He’d turn up to work—to pick me up an’ he’d have bunches of 

flowers… Bunches. An’ I’d be puttin’ them out the window to my girlfriends, ‘Have 
a look at what I got’.

She laughs softly.
COP: Mmm-huh… Mm—carnations and that.
WIFE: Yep.
COP: [quietly] Yeah.
WIFE: And then every so often he’ll still… get flowers delivered at work or flowers 

delivered at home, like he did the other w–
COP: The other day.
WIFE: –the other month.
COP: Yep.
WIFE: Like people’ll say, ‘Oh, look at him,’ y’know? ‘He’s big and rough’, an’ I’m 

sayin’—‘No, ’e’s not.’ Y’know, he’s not– He puts that… look on—the face on—but 
he really isn’t the toughie that he is. Certain situations he’ll sit down and cry… and 
they’ll say, ‘Did he cry?’ An’ I’ll say, ‘Yeah, well he does have a heart, y’know? And 
feelings.’

COP: Mmm, mmm—I’m actually human.
He laughs.
WIFE: [laughing] But people don’t see COP:                   /Go figure.
 that in him, if they don’t really know
 him.
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SCENE 3: AUBURN GIRLS – I COULDN’T STAND HIM

Auburn Girls (1): NADIA, FUNDA and NADA in the schoolyard.

NADA: I couldn’t stand… him.
NADIA laughs.
NADA: Honestly, I was like, Oh my…
 [God!] It was like, first when I saw
 him, I was like—he’s very good-
 looking, I’ve gotta admit, especially
 for a Lebanese guy. Like, phh, he’s
 not hairy. He’s not, ERRRH! NADIA and FUNDA laugh.
  FUNDA: [laughing] You can’t plait his  

  chest hair.
GIRLS all laugh loudly.
NADA: He’s like, yeah and—all the
 girls… when he walks past, they’re
 like, Hoh, hoh, he’s walking past
 and–
  FUNDA: And she comes and she’s
NADA: I was just like—he–  like–
                   /He knows he’s hot, and NADIA: Take that. [She laughs.]
 I don’t like guys like that. So, Heh!
 [Beat.] I’m gunna turn my back on NADIA: Yeah.
 you, buddy. Yeah and that’s it. An’
 all the girls were like, ‘Look, look
 how cute he is’—I don’t care! And
 I was like, ‘But God DAMN you’re
 good-looking’ but– NADIA:       /Yeah. [She laughs.]
 I wasn’t going to give him the
 satisfaction. And then… he asked
 for my hand—cos they’ve gotta
 actually come to my parents and
 ask. We can’t date. And with us– NADIA: You date under your parent’s eyes.
 [Beat.] Yeah—with us you’re meant 
 to—Arit Al-Fatiha—which I don’t 
 know how to describe?
 But it’s something from– FUNDA: You give your word—to say
 We give our word, that–  that you are going to get
              /Yeah, and that we’re  married.
 engaged now. But I was like I not
 doing any of that. And Mum was
 like, ‘Give it a chance’. An’ I was
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 like, ‘Okay but—were goin’ ta sorta
 be like girlfriend and boyfriend
 cos don’t even think I’m going to
 put a ring on my finger or anything
 like that, there’s no way.’ And Mum
 was like, ‘But that’s against our
 religion’—I go, ‘Take it or leave it!’
 I go, ‘That’s the way it’s gunna be.
 I’m not going to commit myself to him
 when I don’t even know the guy—and
 he seems like a stuck-up bastard
 anyway.’ And he was a heartthrob— NADIA laughs.
 like all the girls were after him. An’ I
 was like, ‘He’s probably going to end
 up cheating on me too because there’s NADIA laughs.
 so many girls after him’. That was the
 attitude that I had, an’… Mum was
 like, ‘Just give it a chance’. I was like,
 ‘Okay’. I was like, ‘But I’m not doin’
 nothing’. And they gave me that
 permission. And I stayed in Lebanon
 for like another three months—and
 that was of me, him, going out and
 sitting together. And I was like, Oh,
 there’s really something in there that  NADIA: He’s nice.
 I like—Yeah, an’… we spoke for…
 I was fifteen.
  NADIA: Fifteen?
NADA: Yeah, fifteen.                        /Yeah.
 I was fifteen when we started
 talking. And… a year-and-a-half later
 I went down and we did it like,
 traditionally, with the Qur’an—and
 that’s where we read a… How do you
 say surah?
  NADIA: Like–
  FUNDA: A version—like, a little verse.
NADA: Yeah– Like a little verse out of the  Paragraph of it.
 Qur’an, and this means that you’ve
 committed yourself and you’re– FUNDA:                                  /To God.
 To God. And God knows… of the
 relationship that youse have. So,
 yeah. So it’s been since then.
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SCENE 4: CAROL & MAX – BOTTOM OF THE BARREL

CAROL and MAX (1) – CAROL and MAX are in their backyard. Their children play 
nearby.

MAX: I… basically… spied on Carol
 for about six months.
MAX:              /Becaussssss– CAROL: And was too chicken to talk  

  to me…
MAX: Well, I, I, I wasn’t in the situation 
 where I… needed to meet a girl… 
 I’d come out of some pretty heavy stuff. 
 I was, I was a Christian when I was 
 younger an’ then I fell away for twelve 
 years. Went to the bottom of the barrel, 
 so to speak, annnnd… [He breathes out.] 
 God lifted me out of the bottom of the 
 barrel, so I was a bit… vuulnerable as far 
 as… relationships and stuff. I did think that 
 Carol was prob’ly a little bit young for me 
 anyway.
   CAROL makes a quiet scoff/laugh sound.
MAX: So I was kinda scared of meeting her 
 and finding out, Yeah, she’s too young—
 but I was kinda hoping that she wasn’t.
   CAROL makes a slightly louder scoff/laugh.
MAX: So it was a combination.
  CAROL: But Max was [after a cough] kind of
   hanging out with a guy that I knew.  

  She swallows.
MAX: Yeah.
  CAROL: Michael. [She clears her throat.] So, 
   I went and introduced myself one day. 
   Cos you’re always on the lookout for–
MAX: [laughing] Yeah. CAROL: –you know? New blood   

  [laughing loudly]—so to speak.
MAX: And I was the new boy in town.
  CAROL: Yesss so, I went down and
   introduced myself one night.
MAX: But I… yeah, I, I–                      /Using Michael as a–
 I definitely– I noticed her the very
 first night.
  CAROL: –segue. [She laughs.]


